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ABSTRACT

The need for adaptive guidance systems is now recognized for all software development processes. The new needs generated by the mobility context for software development led these guidance systems to both quality and ability adaptation to the possible variations of the development context. This paper deals with the adaptive guidance quality to satisfy the developer’s guidance needs. We propose a quality model to the adaptive guidance. This model offers a more detailed description of the quality factors of guidance service adaptation. This description aims to assess the quality level of each guidance adaptation factor and therefore the evaluation of the adaptive quality guidance service.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to technological progress, the developer is considered nowadays as a mobile actor operating in various development context using variable platforms. This trend seems interesting, however, it only poses a problem in the ability and quality adaptation to the possible variations of the development context (Garcia and Pacheco, 2009; kirk et al, 2009). For this, it is necessary to assist developers and ensure the plasticity of the adaptive guidance systems (Calvary et al, 2002; Coutaz, 2010; Khemissa et al, 2012; Khemissa et al, 2014) with their ability to adapt to the current development context, defined by the triplet (material platform, developer profile, activity context), in respect of their usefulness. Usefulness refers rigorously to quality services offered to developers. It refers to the ability of a guidance system that allows the developer to reach his objective preserving consistency and product quality in software development.

Finally, a quality guidance system is a system capable to satisfy the developer’s guidance needs. Therefore, the system quality is estimated as a set of protocols and principles to be applied during the use of the guidance system to meet those needs. In a first stage, our work is rather focused on the study and synthesis of the limits of the existing software process modeling environments (Calvary et al, 2002; Coutaz, 2010; Khemissa et al, 2012). Taking into account specific factors for an adaptive guidance, we have classified these limits through retained factors describing explicitly the basic concepts linked to the adaptive guidance aspect (Khemissa et al, 2012; Khemissa et al, 2014). To realize the effectiveness of plasticity concept of the guidance system supported by its adaptation ability to current development context, the selected guidance quality factors are defined by:
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**Guidance core:** The basic guidance is defined as global orientations core regardless the profile of both the activity context and the actor.

**Developer profile oriented guidance:** the guidance orientations are defined on the basis that the human actor, regardless his profile, has a central role in the progress of the development process.

**Guidance to activity context:** The selection of the appropriate type of guidance is more often not adapted nor suitable to a current activity context.

**Guidance types:** the selection of guidance types remains defined in a manual and intuitive way. It depends on the project manager experience and informal personality.

**Plasticity of guidance:** the guidance functions are defined and offered on the basis that the human actor always operates on a uniform development context. It should be noted that the existing software process environments and meta-models do not invoke the plasticity factor. It is typical to our modeling approach of the adaptive guidance.

Based on the specific factors for adaptive guidance, the environments and meta-models considered for a comparative study are: SPEM (OMG, Inc, 2008) and APEL (Estublier et al, 2003) considered as the most representative in the software process modeling, RHODES (Coulette et al, 2000; Tran et al, 2003) that uses basic concepts closest to those introduced by the proposed approach.

According to SPEM, the guidance is a describable element, which provides additional information to define the modeling describable elements. However, the proposed guidance is not suitable to the profile components in the development context. The guidance is rather defined in an intuitive way.

ADELE/APEL is designed on reactive database. It proposes a global assistance of prescriptive type without considering the development context profile and automates part of the development process using triggers.

RHODES/PBOOL+ uses an explicit description of a development process. The activities are associated to a guidance system with various scenarios of possible realization.

The evaluation of each studied meta model regarding retained factors is synthetized in the following comparative table table.

**Table 1. : A Comparative table of the studied Meta models.**
We noticed well the global guidance aspect and limits for each meta-model. However, the current tendency is that developers would like to have a guidance quality intervention adapted to specific needs according to the characteristics of the current development context.

In this context, we have proposed an approach to define adaptive guidance modeling in software process. It has been described through a meta-model denoted PGM (Plasticity of Guidance Meta model) based on the concepts of development context’s profile (Khemissa et al, 2012; Khemissa et al, 2014). This approach is defined in a Y description of the adaptive guidance. This description will focus on the three considered dimensions defined by the development context, the adaptation form and the provided service.

Each dimension considers several factors to deduce automatically the appropriate guidance service to be provided to developers according to the current context. The description of the first dimension offers an orientation base of the guidance regarding the profile of both the developer and the activity context. The second dimension defines guidance types to consider explicitly in a specific situation of the development context. The third dimension describes the possible adaptation form of guidance core. Finally, the plasticity of guidance is explained by the functional interrelation between these three dimensions. This approach is described schematically as follows.

![Figure 1. Adaptive guidance in Y description.](image)

In this perspective, and with a continuity spirit, we propose in this paper a quality model to the adaptive guidance. This model offers a refined description of the quality factors of the guidance service plasticity and adaptation. This description aims to assess the quality level of each guidance adaptation factor and therefore the evaluation of the adaptive guidance service quality.

## 2. Plasticity of Guidance Meta Model

Our modeling approach PGM (Plasticity of Guidance Meta model) is defined with reference to the identified limitations of studied PSEE. The essential characteristic of our approach is to consider the plasticity principle in the development context, defined by the description of its three models (Clarke and O'Connor, 2011; Ferry et al, 2009).
In this context, our meta-model is based on the conceptual model of a software process enriched by the plasticity of the adaptive guidance element. It controls the smooth running of the activities and provides adaptive guidance to the development context.

The Adaptive guidance management addresses the three defined dimensions by the development context, adaptation form and provided guidance service. Each dimension considers several factors to deduce automatically the appropriate guidance service to the current context. It has an operating strategy supported by three services.

The first service 'Service Plus' role is to enhance the guidance function to support the current situation. The second service 'Service Minus' is to adapt by reducing the guidance function to a particular context. Finally, the third service 'Service Poly' generates, according to the current context, the most suitable form of the offered guidance function.

The guidance strategy evolves according to the political autonomy given to the guidance system respecting the application conditions. The implementation of this policy is based on an adaptation mode expressed by a set of rules of ECA form (Event, Conditions, and Actions). For each in the execution context, if required conditions related to the context and the adaptation form then launch guidance strategy to generate the most appropriate service.

The proposed Meta model aims to generate the adapted guidance interventions to the development context in relation to the considered properties and specific data for each defined model (see Figure 2).
3. QUALITY MODEL FOR THE ADAPTIVE GUIDANCE

In general, measuring the quality of a guidance system consists then in determining its appropriateness relatively to the guidance adaptation of the functional point of view. Getting a quality measure provides a clear picture of the guidance system and determines its behavior over time in terms of its adaptability to the development context. To have a complete clear image of the guidance system quality, we should define a quality model (Mordal-Manet et al, 2011; Mordal-Manet et al, 2013).

The most currently known models are hierarchical models that identify the quality principles, starting with the overall requirements and the most general principles to reach the technical criteria and associated metrics. These quality models offer both an overview of the system quality as well as a detailed view according to the considered point of view. They also allow to go from a detailed view to a global view and vice versa (Mordal-Manet et al, 2013).

Inspired by the quality model Mc Call (McCall et al, 1976), ISO 9126 model (ISO/IEC. Iso/iec 9126-3, 2003), ISO 25010 model (ISO/IEC. Iso/iec 25010, 2011) and Square norm (ISO/IEC. Iso/iec 25000, 2014; Balmas et al, 2010) recognized as international standard norms for assessing software quality. The development of our quality model is defined as a four-level model called: point of view-factors-criteria-metrics. It is identified through three points of view associated to the development context representing a global vision of quality.

Each of these points of view is described through five quality factors representing a quality external view. These factors are characterized by eighteen criteria that represent the quality internal view. These criteria are matched with the metrics that evaluate each criterion.

This metric is made based on a process to evaluate quantitatively and semantically each criterion and therefore each of the quality factors and viewpoint in order to deduce every time the adaptive guidance quality according to the considered viewpoint.

The design pattern of the proposed quality model defined by four hierarchical description levels is represented schematically by the following figure.

Figure 3. : The design pattern of the quality model.
It can be instantiated to describe a specific quality model to a particular domain by describing the set of data related to each level relative to the considered point of view.

In our case, we consider three points of view related to the first dimension considered in our approach “PGM” namely the development context. The following diagram describes the quality model for the developer point of view.

![Quality model diagram](image)

**Figure 4.** : Quality model of the guidance plasticity.

The detailed description of our quality model offers a more refined description of our quality factors through the specificity of the corresponding quality criteria. Each of the selected quality factors is described through a set of criteria as follows:

**Guidance core:** this factor is decomposed and evaluated on the basis of the following two criteria:

- **Adaptability:** the degree from which the offered guidance can accommodate with specific situations of activity context.
- **Completeness:** the degree from which the guidance system provides coverage of the whole life cycle of a software process.

**Developer profile oriented guidance:** this factor is discussed relatively to the following four criteria:

- **Adaptability:** the degree from which a guidance system considers, on the basis of the developer profile, all the elements relating to the three dimensions of adaptive guidance.
- **Simplicity:** the degree from which a guidance system can be used to achieve the goals identified by the performer efficiently and satisfiability in a specified activity context.
- **Conformity:** the degree from which a guidance system serves exactly the developer profile needs in a particular activity context.
Functionality: the degree from which a typical system offers guidance services to support the developer needs in specific conditions.

Guidance to activity context: this factor is evaluated in relation to the following four criteria:

- Adaptability: the degree from which a guidance system considers, based on the current activity context, all elements relating to the three adaptive guidance dimensions.
- Complexity: the degree from which a guidance system processes and addresses the needs of the current activity context.
- Scalability: the degree from which a guidance system provides the most appropriate behaviour to support the needs of the current context evolution.
- Functionality: the degree from which a guidance system offers typical guidance services to address the needs of the current activity context in specific conditions.

Guidance types: this factor is appreciated on the basis of the following criteria:

- Adaptability: the degree from which a guidance system considers, based on the guidance type, all elements relating to the three adaptive guidance dimensions.
- Conformity: the degree from which a guidance system serves exactly the developer needs in a particular activity context.
- Satisfiability: the degree from which the offered guidance type ensures the developer needs in the current activity context.
- Interchangeability: the degree from which a guidance system supports the consideration of the various guidance services to address the developer needs in the given activity context.

Plasticity of guidance: this critical factor targets the degree of a guidance plasticity through the following criteria:

- Usability: the degree from which a guidance system can be used on different activity contexts allowing to achieve the goals identified by the performer efficiently and satisfiability.
- Comprehensibility: the degree from which a system provides well-structured guidance services to support the developer needs in a given situation.
- Operability: the degree from which a system provides a mechanism allowing, at any time, the developer to call the guidance services related to the current activity context.
- Ease of learning: the degree from which a guidance system provides a support and learning service to support the concept of adaptive guidance.
4. Qualitative Evaluation Process Of The Adaptive Guidance

A metric is defined as a quantitative scale and a method, which can be employed to determine the value taken by a property or a guidance system criterion.

The evaluation of the adaptive guidance quality is deduced by a practical process at four decomposition levels described by quality metric, quality criterion, quality factor and quality point of view.

This process is defined on the basis of the whole metrics, criteria, quality factors and points of view considered in a given software process environment.

4.1. First level: quality metric

The metric method for the quantitative assessment of each criterion is defined on the basis of the three dimensions considered in the Y description of the adaptive guidance. This metric observes each dimension impact with the involvement or non-consideration of its elements.

This method uses a binary process to note the involvement of each element of the adaptive guidance dimension. The value one "1" is associated to each element involved in the criterion evaluation. Since each dimension is defined through three basic components, the expression for evaluating the impact of each dimension is given by:

\[
\text{Value Involvement Dimension } = \text{VID} = \frac{\sum (\text{Value element}_i)}{3} \text{ with } i = 1 \text{ to } 3.
\]

Finally, the deduction of the quality criterion estimation is based on a mathematical expression combining all elements that define the implication of the three considered dimensions. For the quantitative evaluation, we use the formula of the simple average defined as:

\[
\text{Criterion Measure } = \frac{(\text{VI context} + \text{VI service} + \text{VI form})}{3}.
\]

With:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{VI context} & : \text{involvement value of the development context.} \\
\text{VI service} & : \text{involvement value of the guidance service.} \\
\text{VI form} & : \text{involvement value of the adaptation form.}
\end{align*}
\]

Application example: evaluation of the 'Adaptability' criterion for the RHODES environment.

The estimation of the 'Adaptability' criterion for the RHODES environment is generated on the basis of the consideration degree of each dimension. Assessing each dimension is made on the basis of its elements involvement. The application of the defined expressions gives us the following result:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{VI context} &= \frac{\sum (0 + 1 + 1)}{3} = \frac{2}{3} \\
\text{VI service} &= \frac{\sum (1 + 0 + 1)}{3} = \frac{2}{3} \\
\text{VI form} &= \frac{\sum (1 + 1 + 0)}{3} = \frac{2}{3}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Metric Adaptability} &= \frac{(\text{VI context} + \text{VI service} + \text{VI form})}{3} \\
&= \frac{(2/3 + 2/3 + 2/3)}{3} = 0.66.
\end{align*}
\]
4.2. Second level: quality criterion

Considering the evaluation technique of the proposed model by Boehm (Boehm et al, 2009) in the project management, the semantic quantification of each considered criteria is based on its contribution and impact on the adaptive guidance quality.

The semantic quantification process is done through three levels, described by high, medium or low contribution, applying the following rules:

<1/2: high order impact / = 1/2: middle order impact / >1/2: low order impact.

Therefore, the numerical estimation of a criterion is done on the data interval ] 0, 1 [.

Application example: For the purpose of clarity, the following table provides a possible scenario to evaluate semantically the adaptive guidance quality criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guidance core</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer profile</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oriented guidance</td>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance to activity</td>
<td>Conformity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context</td>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance types</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conformity</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfiability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasticity of guidance</td>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensibility</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explottability</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ease of learning</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numerical quantification of each criterion is deduced from the application of the defined methods or via a reference table describing the relationship between semantic evaluation and its numerical value.

4.3. Third level: quality factor

For each factor, the metric composition is carried at different levels from the measurements obtained at the criterion level.

A simple or weighted average often remains the most used way to compose metrics. The principle of the weighted average aims to promote the most influential criteria. The weight is applied to the criteria according to their influence degree.

In our case, the deduction of the estimated quality factor is based on a mathematical expression by combining the corresponding quality criteria. We use the weighted average formula.
Starting from a developer point of view and for a rigorous influence practice of each quality criterion, we associate the weighting 'Pi' according to the importance of each criterion. The Pi value varies over a range of 1 to n. n represents the largest number of considered criteria to describe a factor quality.

Finally, the computation of the quality factor value 'Fq' considers both the associated value of criteria quality and the corresponding weighting value for each criterion. This estimate is given by the following formula:

\[ \text{Adaptive guidance quality (developer’s point of view)} = \sum Fi \times \frac{Pfi}{n} \text{ with } i = 1 \text{ to } n. \]

With: \( Fi \): quality factor estimation.

\( Pfi \): associated weighting factor.

\( n \): considered factors number.

Finally, the imbrication of the two preceding formulas, allows us to generate a combined expression for estimating the adaptive guidance quality. This combination is formalized by the following expression:

\[ \text{Adaptive guidance quality (developer’s point of view)} = \sum (\sum Ci \times \frac{Pi}{n})j \times \frac{Pfj}{m} \]

With: \( i = 1 \text{ to } n,\ n \): considered criteria number. \( j = 1 \text{ to } m,\ m \): associated factors number.

\( Ci \): quality criterion estimation.

\( Pi \): associated weighting criterion.

\( Pfi \): associated weighting factor.

4.4. Adaptive guidance quality

It’s also possible to measure the global quality of the adaptive guidance taking into account the three points of view. For this, we also use an average weighting with the necessity of affecting a weighting to the quality of each point of view. Therefore, we generate a layout combining the decomposition levels: criteria, factors and points of view. This combination is deduced by the following expression:

\[ \text{Global quality of the adaptive guidance} = \sum (\sum Ci \times \frac{Pi}{n})j \times \frac{Pfj}{m} \times \frac{Ppv}{3} \]

With: \( i = 1 \text{ to } n,\ n \): considered criteria number. \( j = 1 \text{ to } m,\ m \): associated factors number.

\( Ci \): quality criterion estimation.

\( Pi \): associated weighting criterion.

\( Pfi \): associated weighting factor.

\( Ppv \): associated weighting point of view.
5. **PRACTICAL INTERPRETATION**

The practical quality assessment for adaptive guidance is deduced by the quality metric based on the implication of each of the factors associated with the three dimensions considered by our "PGM" approach. This estimation is derived by two phases, the first phase is the semantic evaluation system describing the impact of the quality criteria on the guidance adaptation. The second phase involves the implementation of a digital process based on the formulas and methods defined by our approach through the four quality levels that is: quality metric, quality criteria, quality factor and quality point of view.

This interpretation will address the estimation of the adaptive guidance quality of RHODES environment (Coulette et al, 2000; Tran et al, 2003). It will focus on semantic evaluation of each criteria defined in relation to its strategy pattern description, its explicit description of the development process and the guidance system of the RHODES environment. The numerical estimation for each criterion is made by applying the defined methods and formulas or via a reference table defining the relationship between the semantic evaluation and numerical value. Based on our study of the description and functioning of guidance developed by the RHODES environment, the semantic evaluation of each quality criterion is given as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.</th>
<th>Semantic evaluation of the adaptive guidance quality criteria “RHODES”.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Factors</strong></td>
<td><strong>Criteria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guidance core</strong></td>
<td><strong>Specificity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer profile oriented guidance</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance to activity context</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance types</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasticity of guidance</td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not invoked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.1. Quality criteria evaluation

Based on the involvement principle of each factor associated with the three dimensions considered in our approach, the quantification process is carried by a digital process defined by the following rules:

- Semantic evaluation of "Medium" order is defined by the numerical estimation $1/2$.
- Semantic assessments "High" and "Low" order are defined by inversely proportional quantifications, such as:

**Quantification** (semantic evaluation = $1 - \text{Quantification}$) (semantic evaluation of high order) of low order.)
The fact that the number of involved factors in each dimension is two, giving us an average of \((3 \times (2/3) / 3)\). The application of this quantification process on the quality criteria of the RHODES environment is defined in the following table.

Table 4.: Quantitative evaluation of the adaptive guidance quality criteria “RHODES”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guidance core</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer profile oriented</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guidance</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance to activity context</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance types</td>
<td>Adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasticity of guidance</td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Quality Factor evaluation

Considering a unique weighting criteria equals to 1, the evaluation of each quality factor on the environment RHODES is as follows:

\[ F_q (\text{guidance core}) = \frac{(0.66+0.50)}{2} = 0.58. \]
\[ F_q (\text{Developer profile oriented guidance}) = \frac{(0.66+0.66+0.66+0.50)}{4} = 0.62. \]
\[ F_q (\text{guidance to activity context}) = \frac{(0.66+0.50+0.66+0.50)}{4} = 0.58. \]
\[ F_q (\text{guidance types}) = \frac{(0.66+0.50+0.50+0.34)}{4} = 0.50. \]
\[ F_q (\text{Plasticity of guidance}) = ------. \]

Besides, the factor "Plasticity of guidance" is not an invoked factor in RHODES, we note that the RHODES environment covers well the full range of quality factors.

5.3. Quality point of view evaluation

The guidance quality estimation considers both the factors quality value and the corresponding weighting value of each factor. With associated weighting equal to 1, the estimate formula is given as follows:

\[ \text{Adaptive guidance quality (developer point of view)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_i \times P_{fi} / n \]

\[ = (0.58+0.62+0.58+0.50)/4 = 0.58. \]

Finally, we can conclude that the adaptive guidance quality for RHODES environment through only the developer’s point of view is estimated at 0.58 and therefore, it’s pretty well taken into consideration.
6. CONCLUSION

Our main purpose in this article is to propose a quality model to the adaptive guidance system for software process modeling. This quality model is highlighted through a detailed description of the quality factors of guidance service adaptation. This description allows to evaluate the quality level of each guidance adaptation factor in order to deduce the adaptive quality of guidance service.

The evaluation of the adaptive guidance quality is deduced by a practical process at four decomposition levels described by quality metric, quality criterion, quality factor and quality point of view. The developer point of view is described through five quality factors representing a quality external view. These factors are characterized by eighteen criteria representing the quality internal view. These criteria are matched with the metrics that evaluate each criterion. This metric is made on the basis of a process to evaluate quantitatively and semantically each criterion, and therefore each of the quality factors and point of view in order to deduce every time the adaptive guidance quality according to the considered point of view.

A perspective to this work concerns, at first, the necessity to estimate the productivity and cost due to the quality adaptation of guidance system. On another hand, we will also ensure the flexibility and adaptation of the metric system to the possible evolutions of the software process model.
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